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Abstract

Conditioning of chromatographic systems prior to
metabolomic studies

Jasmin Telo

The conditioning effect in metabolomic studies is the phenomenon of initial variation
of analytical results in the first 5-10 injections of a biological sample in
chromatographic systems. The deviation manifests itself as a drift in retention time,
peak area and in multivariate analysis. It is a major quality assurance problem in the
metabolomic field and if not accounted for would result in high analytical variance.

The aim of this study was to investigate the conditioning effect and to gain further
knowledge about it. The study was carried out on UPLC of hydrophilic liquid
chromatography (HILIC) type coupled to quadrupole time of flight (QTOF) MS.

A systematic study was designed to investigate the effects of the age of the analytical
column. An investigation into certain matrix components as a possible cause of the
conditioning effect was made. Different sample preparation methods were
investigated.

One result showed that no conditioning could be seen and the system appeared
stable from the first injection. Differences in sample composition between samples
with conditioning effect and samples without conditioning effect were investigated.
No correlation between conditioning effect and levels of certain matrix compounds
could be found. More studies of correlation between sample composition and the
amount of conditioning occurring is needed.

Some samples appear to have no retention time drift but have a significant drift in
peak area and in multivariate analysis. This is an indication that the conditioning effect
should be analysed in more ways than one before determining if a system is stable.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Metaboliter är små molekyler som är med och påverkar kroppens metabolism. Inom 

vetenskapsområdet metabolomik är man ute efter att hitta alla metaboliter hos en organism för 

att förstå hur dess biologiska processer går till. Metabolomik kan till exempel användas för att 

hitta potentiella biomarkörer, det vill säga specifika molekyler som indikerar om en organism 

har en sjukdom eller inte.  

Metaboliter är väldigt olika från varandra, de har inte alla samma kemiska egenskaper. Detta 

gör det svårt att analysera alla metaboliter på en gång, i dagsläget finns det ingen utrustning 

som klarar av detta. Vätskekromatografi kopplat till en masspektrometer är den vanligaste 

tekniken idag för att analysera biologiska prover inom metabolomik. När denna teknik 

används, uppstår ett fenomen som kallas konditioneringseffekten. Det innebär att vid analys 

av samma prov upprepade gånger så blir det olika resultat de första fem till tio analyserna av 

det provet. Det är biologiska skillnader i proverna som är intressanta och har man då 

skillnader i proverna som kommer från analysinstrumentet kan det ge missvisande resultat. 

Inom metabolomik har detta problem lösts genom att använda ett så kallat 

kvalitetskontrollprov, där en liten mängd från varje prov i en analytisk serie samlas upp och 

blandas ihop till ett samlat prov. Detta prov brukar användas till att konditionera systemet, 

undersöka systemstabilitet och för att hitta metaboliter. Vid konditionering använder man 

detta prov genom att analysera det fem till tio gånger innan riktiga analysen. Dessa fem till tio 

analyser tas bort från huvudanalysen. Om man kan slippa göra detta steg så sparar man 

mycket analystid och slipper slita onödigt på instrumenten. Syftet med det här examensarbetet 

var att undersöka varför det uppstår en konditionerings effekt och försöka påverka den.  

I detta examensarbete analyserades plasma prover från friska människor på 

vätskekromatografi av typen hydrofil interaktions vätskekromatografi (HILIC) kopplat till 

masspektrometrisystem av typen ”quadropole time of flight” (QTOF). Detta är ett hög-

kvalitetssystem med bra resolution, vilket är viktigt om analys sker på plasma som innehåller 

väldigt många metaboliter. 

Det visade sig att konditioneringseffekten inte alltid uppstår. Analys gjordes på analytiska 

kolonner med olika grad av användning. Ett experiment gjordes på gamla kolonner som hade 

använts tidigare i en metabolomikstudie och i ett annat experiment användes helt nya 

kolonner. Det är generellt antaget att helt nya kolonner har större behov av konditionering än 

gamla kolonner. Det visade sig dock att ingen av kolonnuppsättningarna hade någon 

konditionerings effekt. Proverna jämfördes mot konditioneringsprover från en tidigare 

metabolomikstudie som hade en tydlig konditioneringseffekt. Skillnader i halter av vissa 

metaboliter upptäcktes mellan de konditionerande och icke konditionerande proverna. 

Identifikation av dessa metaboliter utfördes, då de kanske orsakade konditionering. Ingen 

trend hittades mellan metabolitkoncentrationer och hur mycket konditionering som uppstod.   

Det visade sig att konditioneringen är mer komplex än tidigare trott. Konditionering har 

rapporterats som en drift i hur lång tid det tar för ett ämne att komma ut ur kolonnen till 

masspektrometern, även kallat retentionstiden. Konditioneringseffekten uppvisar sig även 

som en drift i intensiteteten hos ett ämne. Det visade sig att de olika variationerna inte är 

kopplade till varandra, ibland syntes inte en konditioneringseffekt när det gällde 

retentionstiden men en tydlig och stor effekt när signalintensiteten undersöktes. Detta innebär 

att konditioneringseffekten måste kollas på flera olika sätt innan man analyserar prover i en 

metabolomikstudie. 
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List of abbreviations 

UPLC  Ultra high-performance chromatography 

MS Mass spectrometry 
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MTBE  Methyl tert-butyl ether 
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PP  Protein precipitation 
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1. Introduction  

1.1. Metabolomics  

Metabolomics is the science of global metabolite profiling. Unlike targeted metabolite 

profiling, metabolomics strives to measure every small metabolite (<1500 Da) 

unselectively in a biological organism [1-2]. It is believed that differences in the 

metabolome arises between different phenotypes, for example an individual with disease 

and an individual that is healthy [3-4]. Metabolomics aims to identify these differences in 

metabolite composition and relate them to disease or other biological functions. In practise 

metabolomics, can be used, for example, in biomarker discovery. Differences in disease 

state correlate with differences in the metabolite profile. The goal is to be able to link a 

disease state with a specific metabolite, which would then be of interest for further 

studies. 

To be able to profile the entire metabolome, there is a great requirement for analytical 

instruments that can analyse the different types of chemical compounds at vastly different 

concentrations in biological samples. Biological samples contain several types of 

endogenous compounds that are instrumentally difficult to analyse, such as proteins and 

membrane lipids [5]. Generally, in analytical chemistry these compounds are removed 

through sample preparation to increase selectivity for a specific compound of interest. 

Since metabolomics practise unselective analysis of the metabolome, a simple sample 

preparation method is used to ensure that as little as possible compounds of interest are 

lost during sample preparation. In practise, the samples are prepared only to be made 

injectable into the analytical instrument of choice. The development of ultra-high-

performance liquid chromatographic (UPLC) systems coupled to high resolution mass 

spectrometers (MS) has yielded greater amount of information from a biological sample. 

The analysis of the biological sample with liquid chromatography mass spectrometry 

(LCMS) yield three-dimensional data with retention time, mass to charge ratio (m/z) and 

intensity as the dimensions. This results in a large amount of data with great complexity. 

To analyse the data and draw conclusion from it, multivariate analysis is usually applied.  

Many tools have been developed to ensure good results and to speed up analysis. Three-

dimensional data is difficult to analyse using univariate and multivariate methods. The 

raw LCMS data often needs pre-processing.  Data pre-processing tools have been 

developed to transform the three-dimensional LCMS data into two-dimensional data 

which can be used in univariate and multivariate analysis. Programs such as XCMS 

perform identification of peaks, peak matching across samples, retention time correction 

and peak filling [6]. The result is a two-dimensional dataset with features and intensities. 

Features are assigned a retention time and m/z-value, a feature could loosely be described 

as a peak from an extracted ion chromatogram (XIC). This removes one dimension and 

replaces it with a combined dimension of retention time and m/z-value. The features are 

often processed before multivariate analysis using PQN normalisation, logarithmic 

transformation and Pareto scaling [7]. Metabolite databases have been created to provide a 

combined platform to help identification of metabolites. The databases used in this project 

were human metabolome database (HMDB) and METLIN MS/MS metabolite database 

[8-9]. These databases have a collection of identified metabolites of the human 

metabolome, with MS spectra on majority of them. The databases provide an excellent 

tool for putative annotation of metabolites.  

One of the issues of current state of metabolomics is the lack of intra lab quality assurance 

but also quality assurance between labs [10]. To be able to measure inter lab repeatability, 
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a standard reference material has been developed (SRM 1950) [11]. SRM 1950 is a 

standard plasma sample that consists of pooled plasma from a diverse set of donors. The 

pooled plasma is obtained from male and female individuals between the ages of 40 and 

50 years old with different ethnicities to represent the demographic in the US population. 

Around 100 compounds have been identified and quantified in SRM 1950. SRM 1950 

was used in this project to make a selection of metabolites from a list of identified and 

quantified metabolites. 

1.2. Conditioning 

To be able to detect small differences in metabolite composition between sample groups, 

analytical variation needs to be low. Experimental design, sampling and sample 

preparation, LCMS analysis, data pre-processing and multivariate analysis are the general 

steps of a metabolomic study; analytical variability and reproducibility needs to be 

considered for each of these steps to ensure high data quality [10].  

To measure analytical variation, it is common practise to use so called quality control 

samples (QC samples), in which aliquots of all the samples in the study is pooled [12]. 

The QC sample acts as a mean of all the samples in a study, as it should contain all the 

different metabolites found in the samples. QC samples are generally used to pre-

condition the system before analysis, as an indicator for system stability and for 

identification of features [13-14]. It is recommended to perform regular injections of the 

QC sample throughout the metabolomic study to measure system stability [10, 13, 15]. In 

a principal component analysis (PCA) with all samples analysed, QC samples should 

group in the middle of the score plot since it is a mean of all the samples in the study. If 

QC samples show drift or outliers it is a sign of system variability.  

It has been shown that repeated injection of the same sample yields retention time drift, 

peak area drift and mass defects in the initial 4-10 injections. These injections need to be 

removed from the main analysis to avoid analytical system variation [16]. This 

phenomenon is seen in multivariate analysis where a clear drift is observed before the 

injections group up. It is believed that the reason for this is that matrix components 

“condition” the column by blocking active sites and untreated silyl groups [14, 17]. This 

phenomenon will be referred to as “the conditioning effect” in the rest of this report. The 

conditioning effect is seen in multiple analytical instrumentations and in different 

matrices, however, different matrices require different amounts of conditioning [17-19]. 

Urine samples, for example are stable after 4-6 injections while plasma samples may need 

up to 10-12 injection before a stable system is achieved. The hypothesis that active sites 

are being blocked is supported by the fact that less conditioning is needed the more the 

column is used, which suggest that a new column should need the most conditioning [20]. 

Not much is known or studied about the conditioning effect. It is generally accepted that 

conditioning needs to be done before the main analysis, however, not many systematic 

studies have been done on this phenomenon.  

1.3. Aim of the project 

The process of pre-conditioning can be substantial. If a gradient of 23 minutes is used and 

10 injections required for a stable system, the amount of time needed to condition the 

system is close to four hours. To be able to shorten or even skip the conditioning step 

would make metabolomic studies more efficient. Therefore, the aim of this project was to 

investigate the conditioning effect and to gain more knowledge about this phenomenon to 

be able to set up further systematic studies. 
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2. Experimental 

2.1. Chemicals 

Several chemicals were used for sample preparation and chromatographic analysis. 

Methanol was purchased from two vendors; LCMS grade, 99.9 % purity from Honeywell-

Riedel-de-Haën (Seelze, Germany) and hyper grade for LCMS, 99.9 % purity from Merck 

(Darmstadt, Germany). LCMS-grade acetonitrile, 99.9 % purity was purchased from 

Fisher Scientific (Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). High performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) grade methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE), 99.8 % purity was 

purchased from Riedel-de-Haën (Seelze, Germany). Analytical reagent grade propan-2-ol 

(IPA), 99.98 % purity was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Waltham, Massachusetts, 

USA).  MS-grade ammonium formate, 99 % purity and LCMS-grade formic acid, 98 % 

purity were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis, Missouri, USA). 

2.2. Instruments 

The centrifugation steps in the sample preparation were carried out on a Zentrifugen 

Universal 320R (Hettich. Tuttlingen, Germany). Evaporation was carried out on a 

Concentrator Plus (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). Dissolution and degassing were 

carried out on an ultrasonic bath, Branson 5510 (Emerson, Saint Louis, Missouri, USA). 

Water was purified using a Millipore Milli-Q system (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) with a 

Millipak Express 40 0.22 µm filter (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Chemicals were 

weighed on a ME235S scale (Santorius, Goettingen, Germany).  

The analysis of the samples was carried out on an UPLC system connected to an MS. The 

UPLC system was an ACQUITY UPLC I-class system (Waters, Milford, Massachusetts, 

USA). The column used was an ACQUITY UPLC BEH Amide column, 130 Å, 1.7 µm, 

2,1x50 mm (Waters, Milford, Massachusetts, USA). The chromatographic system was 

coupled to an MS of type quadrupole-time of flight (Q-TOF). The Q-TOF system was a 

Synapt G2-S HDMS (Waters, Milford, Massachusetts, USA). To clean the column by 

back flushing, an HPLC pump was used. The pump used was a PU-980 HPLC pump 

(Jasco, Tokyo, Japan). 

2.3. Samples 

Two different set of plasma samples were used. The first sample was SRM1950, which 

was purchased from the national institute of standards and technology (NIST, 

Gaithersburgm Maryland, USA). The second sample was pooled human plasma, from 3H 

Biomedical (Uppsala, Sweden). 

In the project, a lot of different samples were used. A summary and description of these 

samples are listed in table 1. In the used columns, new pre-column and new columns 

experiments, SRM 1950 was used as plasma sample. In the PP experiments and LLE 

experiments pooled plasma from 3H biomedical was used. In the study cond and study QC 

samples, plasma from the in-vivo study was used. All samples except LLE Aq and LLE 

org were protein precipitated with acetonitrile. LLE Aq and LLE Org were liquid-liquid 

extracted with MTBE. New columns, the PP experiments and the LLE experiments were 

performed on the same analytical column. Used columns, new pre-column and the study 

samples were done on the same analytical column. 
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Table 1 – List of samples used in the project, with descriptions. 

Sample Description 

Used columns Analysis performed on previously used columns 

New pre-column Same as Used columns with new pre-column  

New columns Analysis performed on new columns 

PP 1:1 Analysis on plasma protein precipitated with 1:1 plasma to acetonitrile 

PP 1:2 Analysis on plasma protein precipitated with 1:2 plasma to acetonitrile 

PP 1:3 Analysis on plasma protein precipitated with 1:3 plasma to acetonitrile 

Study cond Conditioning analysis from a previous metabolomic study 

Study QC QC injections from the same metabolomic study as in study cond 

LLE Aq Analysis on aqueous fraction from LLE of plasma 

LLE Org Analysis on organic fraction from LLE of plasma 

 

2.4. Sample preparation 

Protein precipitation 

Protein precipitation (PP) was carried out with the goal of removing majority of the 

proteins in the plasma samples. The plasma samples were treated with acetonitrile in 

different volume ratios; the ratios used in this project were 1:3, 1:2, and 1:1 of plasma to 

organic solvent. After addition of organic solvent, the samples were vortexed, then left in 

4° C for 30 minutes for the proteins to precipitate. To separate the precipitated proteins 

from the fluid, the samples were centrifuged for 20 minutes in 4° C at 14000 revolutions 

per minute (rpm). 87.5 % of the supernatant was collected, evaporated and reconstituted in 

90:10 acetonitrile to water. All samples were stored in -80° C until analysis. 

Liquid-liquid extraction 

The purpose of the liquid-Liquid extraction (LLE) was to remove proteins and to lower 

lipid levels in the samples. The LLE was carried out by treating the plasma with a 1:3 

ratio of plasma to organic solvent, in this case the organic solvent was MTBE. The LLE 

mixture was gently stirred on a mixing table for 10 minutes. After mixing, the samples 

were left in 4° C for 20 minutes to let equilibrium occur and to precipitate proteins. The 

samples were then centrifuged for 10 minutes in 4° C at 14000 rpm. After centrifugation, 

87.5 % of the organic fraction was collected. 87.5 % of the aqueous fraction was also 

collected by carefully penetrating the surface between the organic and the aqueous 

fraction. Both fractions were then centrifuged a second time for 20 minutes in 4° C at 

14000 rpm. All supernatant liquid was collected, evaporated and reconstituted in 90:10 

acetonitrile to water. Samples were stored in -80° C until analysis.  

2.5. Liquid chromatography 

The samples were analysed on a UPLC system. The chromatographic mode was 

hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC). The column was a HILIC amide 

column, 130 Å, 1.7 µm, 2,1x50 mm (Waters, Milford, Massachusetts, USA). Mobile 

phase A was 95 % acetonitrile, 5 % water, 0.1 % formic acid and 10 mM ammonium 

formate. Mobile phase B was 40 % acetonitrile, 60 % water, 0.1 % formic acid and 10 

mM ammonium formate. The gradient used and other chromatographic settings for the 

analysis is described in table 2. A non-linear gradient was used from 100 % mobile phase 

A to 100 % mobile phase B over 13 minutes. 100% mobile phase B was then held for 4 

minutes before switching to 100 % mobile phase A for 6 minutes to properly wash the 

column and the chromatographic system between sample injections.  
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2.6. Mass-spectrometry 

In this experiment, a Synapt G2-S HDMS Q-TOF system was used to separate the 

samples according to m/z. The ionization method was electro spray ionization in positive 

mode (ESI+). The settings for the mass spectrometer are listed in table 2. 

Table 2 – Chromatographic and mass spectrometry parameters used in the project. Mobile phase A: 95 % Acetonitrile, 

0.1 % Formic acid, 10 mM Ammonium formate. Mobile phase B: 40 % Acetonitrile, 0.1 % Formic acid, 10 mM 

Ammonium formate 

Parameter Setting 

Liquid chromatography:  

Gradient Time (min) % A % B 

0 100 0 

13 0 100 

17 0 100 

17.01 100 0 

23 100 0 

Flow rate (mL/min) 0.3 

Injection volume (µL) 5 

Column temperature (° C) 40 

Sample manager temperature (° C) 4 

Pre-inject wash time (sec) 10 

Post-inject wash time (sec) 30 

Polarity ES+ 

Mass spectrometry:  

Desolvation gas flow (L/h) 800 

Desolvation gas temperature (° C) 500 

Source temperature (° C) 120 

Capillary voltage (kV) 1 

Cone gas flow (L/h) 50 

Nebuliser gas flow (Bar) 6 

Lock spray scan frequency (sec) 15 

Lock spray cone voltage (V) 40 

Lock spray infusion rate (µL/min) 12 

Lock spray capillary voltage (kV) 2.3 

Mass range (Da) 50-1000 

MS scan time (sec) 0.3 

Calibration solution Sodium formate 

Lock spray solution Leucine Enkephalin 

 

2.7. Back flushing the column 

Back-flushing of the column involved pumping solvent with a low flow rate trough the 

column in the opposite direction from the regular flow direction. Back-flushing was used 

in one experiment to regenerate the column to original condition. The back-flushing 

procedure was carried out before analysis, after analysis of reconstituted aqueous extract 

from LLE and after analysis of reconstituted organic extract from LLE.  

The column was back flushed with pure IPA for 20 column volumes at a flow rate of 0.05 

mL/min to remove non-polar contaminants. Following the back flush with IPA, the 

column was back flushed with a mixture of 1:1 mixture of methanol and water for 20 

column volumes at a flow rate of 0.05 mL/min. The column was returned to storage 
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conditions by back flushing with pure acetonitrile for 5 column volumes followed by front 

flushing with pure acetonitrile until analysis.  

2.8. Data-analysis 

Retention time and peak area drift 

To analyse and measure the conditioning effect, a method for retention time and peak area 

drift was used. 100 endogenous compounds in SRM1950 are identified and quantified 

[10]. An initial scouting analysis of these 100 compounds was done with the goal of 

selecting compounds which would be used for the analysis of retention time and peak area 

drift. Compounds were excluded from the selection if they had a retention time lower than 

3 minutes or lower signal to noise ratio than 10. The compounds used to measure the 

retention time drift and the peak area drift are listed in table 3.  

Table 3 – The selection of compounds that were the basis for the measurement of the retention time drift and the peak 

area drift. 

Compounds  

 Acetyl carnitine 

 Atenolol 

 Benzoyl ecgonine 

 Butyryl carnitine 

 Carnitine 

 Ecgonine 

 Hexanoyl carnitine 

 Octanoyl carnitine  

 Propionyl carnitine 

 Valine 

 

Retention times and peak areas were determined using the TargetLynx software (Waters, 

Milford, USA). TargetLynx integrates and notes the retention time for an XIC of a 

specific m/z. Drift in retention time and peak areas was analysed using Microsoft Excel 

(Microsoft, Redmond, Washington, USA). The retention times and peak areas were 

normalised to the average of the last 5 injections of a sample to be able to compare 

compounds. The equations used are shown in equation 1 and equation 2. The average of 

the last 5 injections was subtracted from the retention time of the injection and divided by 

the average of the last 5 injections. The same principle applies for the peak area drift in 

equation 2.  

𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡 [%] =
𝑡𝑅,𝑖− 𝑡𝑅,5 ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

 𝑡𝑅,5 ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
   (Equation 1) 

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡 [%] =
𝐴𝑖− 𝐴5 ̅̅ ̅̅

𝐴5 ̅̅ ̅̅
   (Equation 2) 

The notation 𝑡𝑅,𝑖 indicates retention time for compound i and 𝐴𝑖 is the peak area of 

compound i. The notations 𝑡𝑅,5 ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ and  𝐴5 
̅̅ ̅̅  indicate the last 5 injections that were used in the 

calculation of the average retention time and peak area drifts. The compounds in table 2 

were processed using equation 1 and equation 2. An average was taken of the total drift of 

all the compounds for each injection. The averages were then compared on the same graph 

with the same y-axis. 
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Data pre-processing 

Before univariate and multivariate analysis, processing of the LCMS data needed to be 

done. This processing included peak picking, gap filling, normalization, transformation 

and scaling of the data. To enable multivariate and univariate analysis, conversion of 

three-dimensional LCMS data to two-dimensional data was done. Two-dimensional data 

of LCMS is called features, where a feature has an m/z-value and a retention time, with a 

value for intensity. The feature has an intensity for every sample containing this feature. 

The program used for pre-processing in this project was XCMS. Parameters used can be 

found in table 4. 

Table 4 – Settings for the different function arguments used in XCMS pre-processing of raw LC-MS data. 

Argument Setting 

Xcmsset:  

Method Centwave 

Ppm 10 

Peakwidth C(5,60) 

Snthresh 5 

Noise 2000 

Fitgauss True 

Verbose.columns True 

Integrate 1 & 2 

Retcor:  

Method Obiwarp 

Plottype Deviation 

Response 20 

localAlignment True 

Group:  

Mzwid 0.05 

Minfrac  0.5 

 

Multivariate analysis  

Multivariate analysis was used in this project to investigate the conditioning effect. The 

models used in this project were PCA, PLS and orthogonal partial least square 

discriminative analysis (OPLS-DA). PCA models were used to detect conditioning effects 

in samples groups. A PLS regression model was fitted against injection order. An OPLS-

DA model was fitted against data that was grouped according to if conditioning effect was 

visibly present or not.  
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3. Results and discussion 

As stated previously, not much is known about the conditioning effect. Therefore, it was 

chosen to start the project by studying what is reported in the literature. It has been 

reported that new columns need more conditioning than previously used columns [20]. 

The first experiment was setup to investigate this. The results from the first experiment 

gave way to the second and third experiment. This mean that the second and third 

experiments were not planned at the beginning of the project but were planned with 

information from the first experiment. All the experiments tie into each other. 

3.1. The effect of the age of the column on the conditioning  

Retention time and peak area drift of a select group of compounds 

Retention time and peak area are two factors that have been reported to drift under the 

conditioning of the column [14, 16, 18-19]. It has also been reported that less conditioning 

is needed the more the column is used suggesting that matrix components irreversibly 

adhere to the column [15, 17, 20]. If this is true a new column should require a more 

substantial conditioning than a column previously used in analysis of biological samples. 

To investigate this hypothesis an experiment was designed in which three column setups 

were used. Analysis was performed on an analytical column and a pre-column used during 

a metabolomic study at the department (unpublished data). The second analysis was 

carried out on the same analytical column as in the first analysis but with a new pre-

column. The third analysis was performed on a new analytical column as well as a new 

pre-column. The plasma samples were protein precipitated SRM1950.  

The drifts in retention time and peak area were measured by analysing compounds 

selected from the identified and quantified list of compounds from SRM1950 [11]. The 

list of selected compounds is presented under the experimental section (table 2). Retention 

times and peak areas were analysed for these compounds and normalised to the last five 

injections of the sample (equation 1 and equation 2). An average deviation was calculated 

for all the compound for every injection. This resulted in a data series that was easily 

comparable to other data series. The drifts of the three column setups were compared to 

the conditioning injections from a metabolomic study carried out at the department 

(unpublished data). The first analysis is referred to as old columns, second analysis is 

referred to as new pre-column and third analysis is referred to as new columns (table 1). 

The drift in retention time of the conditioning injections from the metabolomic study 

(hereby referred to as study conditioning injections) is substantial with a clear drift in 

retention times for injection 1-5, as seen in figure 1. After the sixth injection, a clear stable 

average retention time is achieved. The three column setups investigated in this 

experiment seemed to achieve a stable system from injection one, regarding retention time 

drift (figure 1). This is an indication that the conditioning did not occur for these setups. 

The experiment on new columns seem to have a retention time drift that is larger than the 

first two analyses. This could be a conditioning effect, which would support the 

hypothesis that new columns need more conditioning than previously used ones. 

However, compared to the study conditioning injections there seem to be little to none 

conditioning happening in all three column setup experiments. The difference in retention 

time drift on the first injection between the study conditioning and old columns is close to 

8 percentage units. 
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Figure 1 – Average retention time drift normalised to the last 5 injections. 

Drift in peak area was investigated, shown in figure 2. Peak area drift is observed in the 

three column setup experiments (figure 2). The study conditioning samples have a 

substantially larger peak area drift than the rest of the samples, similar to the retention 

time drift in figure 1. New columns seem to have a stable peak area deviation value at 

around 5-10 % with no drift. It was difficult to determine if the drift in peak area for the 

three column setups is due to a conditioning effect or general drift in intensity over time, 

which is commonly observed in LCMS analysis. The peak area for old columns and new 

pre-column seemed to drift in the opposite direction compared to the study conditioning 

injections.  

 

Figure 2 – Average peak area drift normalised to the last 5 injections. 

The study conditioning injections were performed on a new analytical column. This could 

indicate that new columns require more conditioning than used columns. If this was the 

case, the new columns experiment should have behaved similarly to the study conditioning 

sample since both analyses were performed on new analytical columns. However, the new 

columns experiment behaved differently from the study conditioning injections, indicating 
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that this is not the case. The differences in retention time drifts and peak area drifts 

between the samples could also be a result of differences in sample composition. 

Differences in concentration of certain compounds that cause the conditioning of the 

column could be the reason for the difference in amount of conditioning that was 

observed.  

Modelling the difference between conditioning and non-conditioning samples. 

PCA was done on the three column setups and all the study conditioning sample 

injections, including the QC injections, shown in figure 3. The features of the samples 

were scaled with Pareto scaling. The injections from used columns and new pre-column 

grouped together and were difficult to distinguish from each other. This was an indication 

that exchanging a used pre-column to a new one had an insignificant effect on the analysis 

and certainly did not contribute to a conditioning effect. The new columns injections are 

separated from the other two column setups in the second component. However, the three 

column setups had an obvious separation from the study injections in the first component. 

This indicates a difference in sample composition between the SRM 1950 sample and the 

sample used in the metabolomic study. 

  

Figure 3 – Principal component analysis (PCA) plot of samples where the conditioning effect is present (study cond and 

study QC) and samples where the conditioning effect is not present (old columns and new pre-column). Features were 

scaled with Pareto scaling. R2X(cum): 0.841, Q2(cum): 0.655. 

The PCA score plot in figure 3 suggested a difference in sample composition between the 

study samples and the column experiment samples. As seen in figure 1 and figure 2 the 

study conditioning samples experienced a clear conditioning effect while the column 

experiment samples experienced little to none. The samples were grouped according to 

this observation; study conditioning samples were grouped as “conditioning” samples and 

the column experiment samples were grouped as “non-conditioning” samples.  
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The difference between the groupings were modelled with OPLS-DA model, shown in 

figure 4. The model had a good fit to the data (R2X(cum): 0.713, R2Y(cum): 0.997, 

Q2(cum): 0.997) with a substantial separation between the conditioning and non-

conditioning groups. This shows that there was a substantial difference in sample 

composition between the samples. This is however expected as different plasma samples 

were used, however it was of interest to identify these differences in order to identify 

compounds that could be a cause of the conditioning effect.  

 

Figure 4 – Orthogonal partial least square discriminative analysis (OPLS-DA) plot where samples have been grouped 

according to if conditioning effect is present regards to retention time drift or peak area drift. Features were scaled with 

Pareto scaling. R2X(cum): 0.713, R2Y(cum): 0.997, Q2(cum): 0.997. 

To identify the differences between the groups, a selection of features was made. The 

selection was made from the variance importance for the projection (VIP) plot of the 

OPLS-DA model in figure 4. All features with a value higher than 1 was selected as these 

features are important for the separation of the groups in the score plot. This means that 

these features vary a lot between the samples. The selection of features was then 

attempted to be identified. Due to time restraints, all the features were not identified, 

however, an observation was made that many of the features were phospholipids. Due to 

this observation, an experiment was done to investigate the effect of phospholipids on the 

conditioning. 

3.2. Effect of different protein precipitation methods on the conditioning effect 

Protein precipitation ratio 

To analyse different levels of phospholipids, an experiment was planned where different 

PP methods were carried out in the sample preparation step. The aim was to achieve 

different levels of phospholipids in the plasma samples with different ratios of plasma to 

organic solvent. The ratios chosen for the experiment was 1:3, 1:2 and 1:1 ratios of plasma 

to organic solvent. The organic solvent used for PP was acetonitrile. The ratio of 1:3 was 

the same as for the other experiments in this project. 1:3 ratio should have had the highest 
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concentration of phospholipids with decreasing levels with decreasing amount of organic 

solvent, since more organic solvent should have dissolved more phospholipids. The PP 

with 1:3 ratio is referred to as PP 1:3, 1:2 ratio is referred to as PP 1:2 and 1:1 ratio is 

referred to as PP 1:1. 

The PP samples had little to none retention time drift compared to the study conditioning 

injections, showed in figure 5. These results are similar to the column setup experiments 

(figure 1). The lack of retention time drift is surprising as it is one of the phenomenon 

widely reported in literature [14, 16, 18-19]. The PP injections were carried out on the 

same columns as in the new columns experiment. These columns had not experienced any 

conditioning regarding retention time and peak area drifts. This would suggest that the 

columns would be susceptible for conditioning. However, as shown in figure 5 there was 

no conditioning effect regarding retention time drift. 

 

Figure 5 – Average retention time drift for samples protein precipitated with varying ratios of organic solvent to 

plasma, compared to conditioning injections from an in-house metabolomic study 

The PP samples did appear to have a peak area drift, as shown in figure 6a. This suggested 

a conditioning effect was present. PP 1:3 and PP 1:1 had similar drift, both achieving a 

stable system after seven injections. This was similar to the study conditioning injections 

that achieved a stable system after six injections. However, the magnitude of the peak area 

drift was still smaller for the PP samples than for the study conditioning samples but 

seemed to require more sample injections to achieve a stable system. PP 1:2 seemed to be 

achieving a stable system after five injections, however, the system was stable at an 

average peak area deviation of around 15 % through the 11 injections shown. There were 

only 11 study conditioning injections and, therefore, comparison could only be made for 

11 injections (figure 6a). When looking at all the injections for PP 1:2, shown in figure 

6b, it was apparent that there was an initial downward drift up to the sixth injection that 

could have been explained by the conditioning effect. There was also a drift with a smaller 

slope from injection seven and across the rest of the injections. This was probably a drift 

in the system and not due to a conditioning effect.  
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Figure 6 – Average peak area drift normalised to the last 5 injections. (A) Comparison of 11 injections of different 

samples. Study cond refers to conditioning samples from an in-house metabolomic study. PP refers to protein 

precipitated plasma samples with 1:3, 1:2 and 1:1 indicating ratio of plasma to organic solvent. (B) Average peak area 

drift for all 25 injections of PP 1:2. In figure 6a the results from 11 injections are shown.   

PCA of the different protein precipitated samples showed that there was a conditioning 

effect present in the samples, shown in figure 7. There was a clear drift in the initial 

injections of the PP samples, with a grouping after 4-6 injections. PP 1:3 and PP 1:2 

showed a clear conditioning effect while PP 1:1 appeared to have little. The PP 1:3 

injections seemed to group up after the third injection while the PP 1:2 injections grouped 

up after the sixth injection. The PP 1:1 injections grouped up after the third injection as 

well, however the distance from the group was smaller than in the other two cases. 

 

Figure 7 – Principal component analysis (PCA) plot of samples protein precipitated with different ratios of plasma to 

organic solvent. Features were scaled with Pareto scaling. R2X(cum): 0.824, Q2(cum): 0.695. 
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Comparison of concentrations various matrix compounds between samples 

The PP experiment was done to achieve samples with different levels of phospholipids. 

This was done to investigate the effects of various levels of phospholipids on the 

conditioning effect. To be able to measure the overall phospholipid levels in the samples, 

an XIC of m/z 184.074 was used. 184.074 is the m/z value of the phosphocholine fragment 

from phosphatidylcholines, which are the major group of phospholipids in plasma 

samples. The measurement of phosphocholine was a good method of comparing 

phospholipid levels between plasma samples.  

Different phospholipid levels were achieved in the samples, shown in figure 8, with PP 

1:3 having highest levels of phospholipids and used columns and new pre-column having 

lowest levels of phospholipids. The three PP samples have a decreasing level of 

phospholipids with decreasing ratio of organic solvent to plasma. This was simply due to 

that more organic solvent dissolves more phospholipids. The study conditioning samples 

appeared to have a higher level of phospholipids than the samples from the column setup 

experiment. This suggested that phospholipids could have been a big contributor to the 

retention time drift and peak area drift observed in the conditioning effect of the study 

conditioning injections. However, PP 1:3 had a substantially higher level of phospholipids 

than the study conditioning samples but appeared to have no retention time drift. The 

conditioning effect was however present in both peak area drift (figure 6) and in PCA 

score plots (figure 7). PP 1:1 had around the same levels of phospholipids as the study 

conditioning samples but had no retention time drift. PP 1:1 did have a peak area drift that 

stabilized after the sixth injection, the same as for the study conditioning samples. 

However, the magnitude of the drift was substantially higher for the study conditioning 

samples. From a metabolomic perspective, a system that is stable after fewer injections is 

more interesting than a smaller magnitude of drift. Therefore, when comparing 

conditioning effects, the PP samples appeared to have the same level of conditioning 

effect regarding peak area drift as the study conditioning sample. When comparing the 

levels of phospholipids to the amount of conditioning, there seemed to have been a 

correlation between levels of phospholipids and conditioning effect. If this is true, the 

results from the column setup experiment should be replicated if the phospholipid level is 

low, as it is for the column experiments. 

 

Figure 8 – Average peak area of XIC of phosphocholine (184,074 m/z) where the highest level was set to 100 %.  
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Two major matrix compounds in plasma are sodium and potassium ions. Therefore, it was 

of interest to determine if the two ions had any correlation with the conditioning effect. As 

the mass of the ions themselves are outside the mass range used in the analysis, a different 

method of measuring the levels of the ions was used. Clusters of sodium formate and 

potassium formate form in the samples. In order to compare sodium and potassium levels 

between samples, the intensity of these clusters was analysed. The mass peaks with the 

highest intensity for the formate clusters were used, shown in figure 9. The sodium 

formate cluster concentration was highest for the study conditioning sample and lowest for 

the used column and new pre-column, shown in figure 9a. The potassium formate cluster 

followed a similar pattern with study conditioning having highest concentration and used 

columns and new pre-column having the lowest concentration. The new columns levels of 

both clusters higher than for used columns and new pre-column. This does not correlate 

with an increase in peak area drift or retention time drift. Potassium formate levels did not 

correlate with conditioning effect as new columns had a similar level as the PP samples 

but did not behave similarly. Sodium formate levels did have a small correlation to 

conditioning effect as the study conditioning sample and the PP samples stabilized in peak 

area drift after the same number of injections, shown in figure 6a.  

 

Figure 9 – (A) Peak area of the XIC of 226.952 m/z, which is the peak with highest intensity of all the sodium formate 

cluster peaks. (B) Peak area of the XIC of 290.847 m/z, which is the peak with highest intensity of all the potassium 

formate cluster peaks. 

3.3. Modelling the injection using a partial least square regression model 

Modelling injection order 

To investigate the conditioning effect more thoroughly, a PLS regression model was done 

by setting the injection order as the y-axis, shown in figure 10. In the model features with 

retention time under 60 seconds and above 1000 seconds were excluded. Features were 

scaled with UV-scaling with component three shown in y-axis of the plot. The first 

component seemed to separate the samples from each other while the third component 

separated according to injection order. The model showed that using PLS regression with 

UV-scaling, the injection order could be modelled. The score plot showed that the study 

conditioning samples stabilized after the fifth injection, similar to the peak area drift and 

retention time drift shown in figure 1 and figure 2. The PP samples showed different 

levels of conditioning effect with PP 1:1 stabilising after four injections, PP 1:2 after six 

injections and PP 1:3 after 10 injections. Used columns and new pre-column appeared to 

be stable without any conditioning. New columns showed a drift through all 40 injections. 

This drift never stabilised or grouped up as commonly seen for conditioning samples. This 
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could be a substantial conditioning effect that has not stabilised yet or a general drift in the 

system. 

 

Figure 10 – PLS regression model with the injection order set to the y-axis. First and third component showed in the 

score plot. Features were UV scaled. Features with retention time greater than 1000 seconds or smaller than 60 

seconds were excluded from the model. R2X(cum): 0.819, R2Y(cum) 0.856, Q2Y(cum): 0.696. 

It is believed that Pareto scaling should be used over UV scaling for metabolite 

identification [7]. In UV scaling the values are divided by the standard deviation while 

Pareto scaling divides with the square root of the standard deviation. The effect of scaling 

with the standard deviation is that larger features become less important in the model 

while small features become more important. This could result in background noise to be 

amplified and have importance in the models. When using Pareto scaling, this effect of 

modelling background noise is reduced. Pareto scaling is loosely like a compromise 

between not scaling and UV scaling; large peaks are made less important while not 

inflating noise as much as in UV scaling.  

When Pareto scaling was applied on the same model as in figure 10, the model had a 

worse fit and the injection order drift was not as prominent, shown in figure 11. The 

conditioning effect was still present in the model although less prominent. The fact that 

the model with Pareto scaling fitted worse than the model with UV scaling indicated that 

the peaks affected by conditioning were small peaks that are more important in the UV 

scaled model. These small peaks could be metabolites with low concentrations or 

background noise. Pareto scaling is often recommended in metabolomic studies to achieve 

better detection of all metabolites. However, the purpose of the PLS regression model in 

figure 10 was not to identify metabolites of biological importance but to analyse general 

system stability. The fact that small peaks or background noise contributed to the model 

the most is still important to note as the levels of these small peaks or noise do become 

stable after a number of injections suggesting an overall stable system including small 

peaks and noise. Therefore, the PLS model in figure 10 could be useful as a method of 

determining system stability as it blows up any conditioning effect seen. 
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Figure 11 – PLS regression model with the injection order set to the y-axis. Features were Pareto scaled. Features with 

retention time greater than 1000 seconds or smaller than 60 seconds were excluded from the model. R2X(cum): 0.799, 

R2Y(cum) 0.662, Q2Y(cum): 0.448. 

Correlation between conditioning effect and concentration of phospholipids 

In the PLS regression model a clear conditioning effect was seen (figure 10). When 

compared to the levels of phospholipids in the samples a correlation could be seen, shown 

in figure 12. The study conditioning injections and PP 1:1 had similar levels of 

phospholipids and similar levels of conditioning; both PP 1:1 and study conditioning 

injections stabilized after five injections. PP 1:2 had a higher phospholipid level than PP 

1:1 and study conditioning injections; PP 1:2 had a conditioning effect that stabilized after 

the seventh injection. PP 1:3 had the highest phospholipid level and it also had the largest 

amount of conditioning; PP 1:3 stabilized in injection order after the ninth injection. Used 

columns and new pre-column had the lowest levels of phospholipids and were the most 

stable in the PLS score plot. It was difficult to determine if the new columns sample 

experienced a conditioning effect as the sample had a drift across all injections. As 

mentioned previously, this could be a substantial conditioning effect that has not stabilised 

or grouped up yet or it could be a general drift throughout all the injections. 
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Figure 12 – Comparison between PLS regression model and phosphocholine levels. To the left: PLS regression model 

with the injection order set to the y-axis. Features were Pareto scaled. Features with retention time greater than 1000 

seconds or smaller than 60 seconds were excluded from the model. R2X(cum): 0.799, R2Y(cum) 0.662, Q2Y(cum): 

0.448. To the right: Average peak area of extracted ion chromatogram of phosphocholine (184,074 m/z) where the 

highest level was set to 100 %. 

It is important to note that the PP samples did not have a retention time drift, only a peak 

area drift and a drift in multivariate analysis. This suggests that different methods of 

investigating the conditioning effect give different results. If one would determine system 

stability from the retention times alone, a conditioning effect would have been missed in 

the PP samples. There seems to be a need for analysis of the conditioning effect in 

retention time and peak area drift as well as different multivariate analysis models, to 

ensure a stable system. 

3.4. Use of liquid-liquid extraction to lower levels of phospholipids 

Phospholipid and ion cluster concentrations 

The aim of doing an LLE was to lower the phospholipid concentration below the levels 

for used columns and new pre-column. The LLE aqueous phase (LLE Aq) was compared 

to the rest of the samples, as the LLE organic phase (LLE Org) did not have the 

compounds selected in table 3, and was therefore excluded from drift analyses. The 

phospholipids levels of LLE Aq were lower than used columns and new pre-column 

(figure 13), indicating that the LLE experiment was successful in lowering the 

phospholipid levels. 
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Figure 13 – Average peak area of extracted ion chromatogram of phosphocholine (184,074 m/z) where the highest level 

was set to 100 %. 

Retention time and peak area drift 

As the levels of phospholipids were slightly lower for LLE Aq than for used columns and 

new pre-column, the drift in retention time and peak area drift should have followed the 

same pattern as the two column setup samples if the hypothesis that phospholipids cause 

the conditioning effect was correct. There was, however, a substantial retention time drift 

in LLE Aq injections, shown in figure 14. The magnitude of the retention time drift was 

higher than the SRM1950 samples but lower than the study conditioning sample. The 

retention time drift of the system was stable after the fifth injection. This result contradicts 

previous results that low levels of phospholipids yield no retention time drift. However, 

the PP samples had the highest phospholipid levels of all samples and still no retention 

time drift was present. These results suggest that phospholipid levels do not correlate with 

the retention time drift part of the conditioning effect. 

 

Figure 14 – Average retention time drift normalised to the last 5 injections. 
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Peak area drift of the LLE Aq was not on the same level as the study conditioning sample 

or even the used columns and new pre-column samples, shown in figure 15. There seemed 

to have been no conditioning effect regarding peak area drift for LLE Aq, only a general 

downward drift across all injections. These results suggested no conditioning effect was 

present regarding peak area drift.   

 

Figure 15 – Average peak area drift normalised to the last 5 injections 

The drifts in retention time and peak area contradicted each other. If the conditioning 

effect was measured by the retention time drift, an obvious conditioning effect would have 

been seen for LLE Aq. However, if the conditioning effect was measured using peak area 

drift, the conditioning effect would not have been seen and would have been mistakenly 

taken for a stable system. This shows that the conditioning effect needs to be measured in 

more ways than one to be able to conclude if a stable system is reached. 
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Multivariate regression model 

Multivariate analysis was done on the LLE Aq extract with the same PLS regression 

model as was used in section 4.3. The LLE Aq showed a substantial conditioning effect. 

The system was conditioned after the eight injection, shown in figure 16. This was another 

result suggesting that phospholipids do not cause the conditioning effect. Interestingly, 

more injections are needed for a stable system in the PLS score plot than in the retention 

time drift graph (figure 15). This supports the hypothesis that there is a need to investigate 

the conditioning effect in more ways than one. Retention time stability as well as stability 

in multivariate models need to be analysed before an analytical study is run. 

 

Figure 16 – PLS regression model with the injection order set to the y-axis. Features were UV scaled. Features with 

retention time greater than 1000 seconds or smaller than 60 seconds were excluded from the model. R2X(cum): 0.863, 

R2Y(cum) 0.973, Q2Y(cum): 0.858. 
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4. Conclusion 

Little is known about the conditioning effect and more systematic studies should be 

carried out, in order to get a better understanding of the phenomenon and be able to 

decrease or eliminate the need for conditioning. This study attempted to gain more 

knowledge about the conditioning effect. It was seen that there is a possibility where no 

conditioning effect is observed. The reason for this was investigated and no real 

conclusion could be drawn. Phospholipid levels were investigated as a possible cause of 

the conditioning effect but contradicting results indicated that phospholipids probably are 

not a cause of the conditioning effect. Sodium formate and potassium formate clusters 

were also investigated as a causation for the conditioning effect. However, no correlating 

results could be found. More studies of the differences between samples that have a 

conditioning effect and samples that do not is needed.  

Retention time drift, peak area drift and drift in multivariate models seem to be separate 

from each other. A system could be, for example, seen as stable with regards to retention 

time drift but have a big conditioning effect in multivariate modelling. Therefore, it is 

recommended to analyse the conditioning in several ways before a metabolomic study to 

determine a truly stable system. However, there was no scenario where there was a 

conditioning effect in retention time drift but no conditioning effect in multivariate 

analysis. When conditioning effect was present in the two univariate analyses, there was 

also a conditioning effect present in the multivariate analysis. Retention time drift analysis 

should never be done alone, but multivariate analysis should also be done to be certain 

that a stable system is achieved. There is a possibility that multivariate analysis detects the 

conditioning effect even when there is no apparent conditioning effect in univariate 

models, suggesting that multivariate analysis is enough to determine if a system is stable 

or not. However, retention time drift was only observed in two experiments. This scenario 

needs to be replicated in more studies to conclude that multivariate analysis is enough to 

determine a stable system. 

More information could have been gathered from this study if the retention time drift was 

replicated in the early stages of the project. Perhaps redoing the initial studies where no 

conditioning was observed would yield a conditioning effect the second time. When 

conditioning effect was not seen, a washing procedure for the column should have been 

made to see if the column was already irreversibly conditioned. A washing procedure 

experiment would have investigated the claim that less conditioning is needed for used 

columns, suggesting irreversible conditioning of the samples.   

Future work in investigation of the conditioning effect should focus on identifying 

differences between samples of different levels of conditioning effect to try and identify a 

trend in certain features which could be a cause of the conditioning effect. It is of interest 

to know if different compounds experience different levels of conditioning and if there is 

a trend in chemical properties. More studies in general should be done on this 

phenomenon as not much is known about it. 
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